Other, and in some cases more symmetric, transformations of these congruences are possible by using one of the other permissible forms for the quadratic functional equation (2.11).
1. Introduction. In some work devoted to the derivation of certain congruences connected with the solution of Fermât's Last Theorem, it was found necessary to develop several quadratic functional equations of a particular function which we shall define later. This note will deal with the derivation of these functional equations. Maier 1 derived two such quadratic functional equations for a generating function of the Bernoulli polynomials. This work of Maier serves as the basis for our developments.
The Maier results.
The function, fix, u), used by Maier was defined by the infinite series +Q0 g2icixr (2.i) E -r-> *_co u + r where x is a real variable satisfying the inequality 0<JC<1, and where u is a real variable subject to the restriction u^O (mod 1). Maier, then, showed that if u, v, x } £ are such that w, v, (u+v) f^0 (mod 1) and 0<£<#<1, that the function ƒ(#, u) is a solution of the functional equation
If the restriction on x and £ is replaced by the condition 0<£<1 -x <1 (since we must have 0<#+£<l), Maier obtains the functional equation
Returning to the definition of the function/(x, u), (2.1), we note that by considering a special contour integral it has been shown 2 that
In this form the function ƒ(x, u) is defined for all values of x> and we shall now use this form of the function/^, u). Further we note that the addition-theorems (2.2) and (2.3) must remain satisfied by the function f(x, u) when the form (2.4) is used.
3. The function ƒ p (x, u) . For our purposes it was necessary to introduce a new function, which we denote by f p (x, u) and which will be defined in terms of values of the function ƒ(x, u). We define
Hence by means of (2.4), we have (3.2) ƒ,(*,«)-l<r M **-ï\j(x,u).
By means of (3.2) we can show that
Other formulae involving the function f P (x, u) which shall prove to be useful for our immediate purpose are
In the above formulae iorf p (x, u) we can replace u by w+a, where the condition u?£0 (mod 1) now becomes (w+a)^0 (mod 1), and everything else remains valid.
4. Addition-theorems for the function ƒ p (x, u) . In §2 we gave the two addition-theorems for the function ƒ(x, u). In this paragraph we shall derive similar addition-theorems for the function f p (x, u) .
Let us write the addition-theorem (2.2) in the form
(mod 1). On applying (3.3) to the equation (4.1) we have Next, on using (3.4) with (4.5) we obtain for the latter equation the following modified form :
= -ƒ*>(£ + #, u + v + a + 0)/_,(l -*+$+*,-«-«)
Consequently, on replacing 1 -x by x and -u-a by u+tx, (4.6) becomes ƒ_"(* -p,u + «)ƒ"(£ + *.» + /*)-ƒ-*(*, « + «)ƒ*>(£. » + j8)
Introducing (3.6) in equation (4.7) we obtain the following functional equation for the function f P (x, u) ,
where (w-f-a), (tf+/3), («-v+a -/3)^0 (mod 1). where (w+a), (fl+j8), (w -v+a-j3)^0 (mod 1). Then on applyirçg (3.3) to the equation (4.9) and simplifying, we obtain the following addition-law
where p^O (mod 1) and (u+a) t (»+j8), (u-v+a-P)^0 (mod 1). If we apply (3.4) to (4.10), then replace l-~x by x and -u-a by w+a, and finally apply (3.6), we obtain another functional equation where (w+a), (fl+j8), (w+z>+a+j8)^0 (mod 1) and p^O (mod 1). Thus we have derived four addition-theorems for the function f P (x, u) . These functional equations were used in connection with the solution of a certain diophantine equation.
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